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policy and practice of certain nationalised industries. The Committee
will not be concerned with matters which have been decided by a
Minister or which clearly involve his responsibility to Parliament,
nor with matters of day-to-day administration or terms of employ-
ment. Within its limited powers it is hoped by the Government tjhat
the Committee will seek "to set up a tradition of conduct which will
result in its being regarded' (by the nationalised industries) not as
an enemy or critic, but as a confidant and a protection against
public pressure, as well as a guardian of the public interest." Doubt
is permissible as to whether a body composed of party politicians
can hope to achieve this high aim.
Legal	To the lawyer other features are of interest. The principal powers
States.	and duties of the corporations are expressed by their constituent Acts
in terms so general that it is doubtful whether they could be enforced
by any legal process. 'So to a measure of political and financial irre-
sponsibility must be added irresponsibility in law for non-feasance,
though there remains the possibility of the courts restraining an ultra
vires exercise of power. In Tqmlm\,Hannaford9 £1950] 1 K.B. 18; K.
& L. 15; the Court of Appeal rejected the view that the British Trans-
port Commission was the servant or agent of the Crown, notwith-
standing that the Minister of Transport had statutory powers
of control over the Commission which were greater than those
possessed by any shareholder over a company incorporated under
the Companies Act, 1948? It would seem that this decision governs
the status of the other public corporations, unless, as is the case with
the C^ojral Land Boards they are expressly made to act by and on
behalf of the Crown or are directly placed under the Ministers of the
Crown, as in the case of the ^so^Cqmmissioa™,which is directly
under the Home Secretary. The courts have also had to consider, in
the context of bequests to medical institutions, what is th$ .TOMJafr
iivl&SL^	nationaUsa.tioj^postulated as an eventdivesti^
gifts made to hospitals as private institutions. But these considera-
tions are not very helpful in determining what special status in law
a nationalised corporation has. In Tamlin v. Hannaford the Court 1
of Appeal was attracted by the analogy of a limited fiafelity company. I
Although the Court found that the Minister had been given by
Parliament powers over the corporation at least as great as those
possessed by the principal shareholder in a one-man private com-
pany, it held that the Transport Commission was not the agent of
the Minister and in the eyes of the law it was its own master and
answerable as fully as any other corporation A Thus it would seem
that, since public corporations are mainly constituted on lines similar
to the Transport CommssKxcr woA have the same relationship with
a Mimster, they cannot be tteaffcd as enjoying any of the privileges
a&d iBga&tmities of the Crown; that thdr servants are not civil

